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7

Abstract8

Increased traffic volume had made it necessary to rise transport capacities by construction of9

full-height bridge. Therefore, the scope of this paper is the analysis of full-height embankment10

behind abutment on geosynthetic reinforced pile supported (GRPS), with a commercially11

available finite element software. The analyses of fourteen cases of GRPS system supported12

under embankment and two untreated foundations are presented in this paper. The factors13

considered include the construction time, pile center to center spacing, supported region and14

length of piles DM (Deep-Mixing).15

16

Index terms— numerical analysis; piled bridge abutment; bending moment; settlement; distribution of17
stresses, strain.18

1 I. Introduction19

ncreased traffic volume and infrastructural development has made it necessary to construct highways, motorways,20
or expanding roads. However, a lot of works that are built on soft soil with full-height embankment, and one of21
good examples for this mainly is construction of full-height bridge abutment. The design piled bridge abutments22
on soft soil is a topic challenging for geotechnical engineers due to the low strength, high compressibility,23
permeability of the soft clayer. The consolidation of of the soft clay due to the surcharge loads and accompanying24
of exstrution of soil between the piles, causes lateral pile deflections and bending moments. In some cases,25
serviceability limit states are exceeded and structural damaged is observed. Fig. ?? show typical failures of26
bridge abutment.27

Besides, previous studies of piled bridge abutments on soft clays include centrifuge tests, analytical and28
numerical models, and field observation, mostly on the mobilisation of passive lateral loading in the soft clay29
like as Springman SM (1989), ??llis EA (1994), Tschebotarioff (1973), ??tewartet.al(1993), ??olous (1973) ??teo30
(1977), De Bear and Wallays ??1972). Although, almost these study mainly focus on considering behaviour of31
abutment in low and unreinforced embankment cases as Fig. 2. But, Kelesoglu and Cinicioglu (2010) calculated32
soil stiffness degradation using free-field instrumentation data and confirrmed that construction of an embankment33
prior to the pile installation would significantly reduce the lateral thrust exerted toward the piles.34

Different techniques (Fig. 3) have been used in practice to avoid, minimize, or remedy distresses to support35
for construction of full-height bridge abutment on soft soil, such as the use of lightweight backfill materials,36
geosynthetic reinforcement, over-excavation and replacement, installation of piles or foundation columns, pre-37
loading, and a combination of the above alternatives. Foundation columns include but are not limited to deep-38
mixed column, vibro concrete columns, stone columns, and aggregate piers, etc., which are the focus of this39
study. Forsman and Uotinen (1999) investigated the effect of geosynthetic reinforcement on the settlement and40
horizontal displacements of embankment. ??an and Akins (1999) reported the use of vibro-concrete columns41
with geogrid layers above to support widening embankment. Geosynthetic reinforcement may not be needed if42
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5 FIGURE 7 : MODEL FOR THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF PROJECT

the spacing of the columns is close and/or the height of embankment is large. Syawal Satibi investigated the43
effect of supporting embankment by using stone columns.44

Even though construction of full-height bridge abutment on soft soil has been commonly adopted in practical,45
so far, very limited guidance for design is available for bridge abutment projects. The objective of this study is to46
investigate the effects of installing Geosynthetic Reinforce Pile Support (GRPS) in the soil beneath embankment47
with using (Deep Mixing-DM) piles. A 2D finite difference method, incorporated in fast Lagrangian analysis48
continue (PLAXIS) was adopted in this study through numerical analysis.49

Fi gure 1 : Some failure modes of bridge abutment A geotechnical software by finite element method, (PLAXIS)50
was adopted in this study for numerical analysis. The cross-section, boundary conditions, and dimensions for the51
numerical model used for this parametic study are presented in Figure ??.52

The piles were used in solution GRPS is DM piles (Deep Mixing). They were modelled as wall in the plane53
condition. The properties of the soil, the DM piles, the geosynthetic layers are provided in Table 1. Most there54
figures were refereed and cited from geological data of Tran Thi Ly Bridge project in Danang city (Joinstock55
company CPU), and several data of Forsman et.al, ??llis and Springman (2011). To ensure the reasonabless of56
the numerical model to be used for the parametric study, two 3D cases study was modelled as described below57
for the calibration of this numerical model.58

2 Structural elements:59

The embedded pile (reinforced concrete piles) model in Plaxis software, in which piles in considered as beam60
elements, is used to define the structural properties of the pile group (hình 4b). An equipvalent value of soil61
ground around the pile is assumed to behave elastically and plastically to exclude within that volume so that62
piles can be considered to be modelled by approciate volume. The soil-pile interaction is modelled by interface63
elements both along the pile shaft and at the base. The definition of the interface elements is based on these64
nodes. Thus, the relative movements are considered in the analyses in the using the lateral displacements between65
the beam elements nodes and soil nodes.66

Sinces the piles are installed using dispalcement technique in the numerical modelling. Skin friction and base67
resistance of the piles are calculated by the Coyle and Castelo method, which is based on large scale field load68
test of driven piles in sand. This is a potential source for calibration of numerical results. Account has been69
taken of this through the choice of stiffness parameters. Skin friction, base resistance and flexural resistance are70
the parameters required to define embedded pile properties. The moments of inertia for the pile, pile cap and71
abutment wall are 0.073, 0.0833, The soft clay layer were modelled using both Hardening Soil (HS) and the Soft72
Soil Creep. Ellis provided the parameters such as C ? , Cc and ? for both models as in table 1. A C ? /C c73
ratio was defined as between 0.012 and 0.015, where C c , C ? are the primary and secondary indices. DM pile74
modelling: An extended version of the Morh-Coulumb model is used to simulate the strain softening behavior75
of cement admixed soil (deep mixing). This material has been incorporated into the finite element code. The76
constitutive model is calibrated using triaxial compression test data found in the literature for cement admixed77
clay and sand. The parameters for the strain softening in the analysis are peak friction angle, ’ ? =25 0 , peak78
cohesion c’=80kPa, peak dilation ? =50, Elastic modulus E=400Mpa.79

3 Vertical drains and Groundwater:80

The imposition of radial gravity field during the tests causes a curved groundwater level, which was maintained81
below the sand filter after initial consolidation, where the structural elements are located. This ground water82
level was assumed to be constant throughout FE sortware.83

The effects of soft clayer thickness and the rate of embankment construction on the soil-structure interaction,84
and on the resulting lateral structural loading and displacements. The crucial importance for full-height abutment85
of (i) the shear stress transfer onto the pile cap at the embankment soft layer interface and (ii) the arching of the86
embankment loads to the retaining structure were identified and lateral loads that are acting on deforming piled87
bridge abutment were described (Figure 5).88

4 b) Study cases for practical project89

The selected project is a full-height embankment behind bridge abutment constructed on deep mixing (DM) piles90
and reinforced with geosynthetic beside Han River and Tran Thi Ly Bridge in Danang city, Vietnam. The soft91
foundation below embankment consists 6-10m of soft clay and 10-14m of stiffer substratum. The length of piles92
is 17m and the diameter of DM piles is 1m. The properties of materials are presented in table 1. The height93
of embankment behind bridge abutment is 7m and the longitudinal gradient along embankment is 2%. The94
determined Poisson’s ratio under conditions is 0,3-0,4 The cross section, boundary conditions and dimensions for95
the numerical model used for this parametric study are presented in Fig. ??. The piles were modeled as wall in96
the plane conditions. The diameter of the abutment walls used in this analysis is 0.635m.97

5 Figure 7 : Model for the numerical analysis of project98

Embankment behind bridge abutment is divided into three zones (AB, BC and CD) as in Fig. ??. The width99
of zones is 10m along embanlment. The length and pile spacing of each zone depend on loads condition and the100
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interaction between embankment and abutment. Zone AB will be installed with pile spacing s 1 and pile length101
L 1 ; Zone BC will be installed with pile spacing s 2 and pile length L 2 ; Zone CD will be installed with pile102
spacing s 3 and pile length L 3 .103

All cases that is widen to study and analyse overall for full-height bridge abutment by using GRPS solution104
are presented in Fig. 6.105

The options of treatment for the foundation soil include no treatment, installing system GRPS under106
embankment with only a DM pile length but the pile spacing is changed from 1.5D to 3D and installing system107
GRPS under embankment that have shifted DM pile length in three different zones (8m in zone CD, 10m in zone108
BC and 12m in zone AB) and the pile spacing is changed from 1.5D to 3D. In the case 3, pile spacing and length109
of pile that will altered together for the different zones. The result presented in this paper include the vertical110
and horizontal displacement, the maximum and differential settlement, the longitudinal gradient change, and the111
distribution of stresses.112

6 III. Analysis of Results113

7 a) Displacement and strain contour114

Strain contour for embankment are given in Fig. ??. Vertical and horizontal displacement contour for the115
embankment are presented in Fig. ?? due to the traffic loading, the compression of the embankment fill.116

Fig. ?? shows that the differential and maximum settlements have decreased from case 1b (no DM pile) by117
78% in case 2c, 54% in case 3c and 65% in case 3e. In addition to, the location of maximum displacement and118
strain contour is shifted toward installing models of DM piles. In case 1b, the location of maximum settlement has119
established away from abutment ? 12m ). In case 2c, this location moved toward abutment with smaller value,120
whereas this was toward away abutment in case 3c and case 3e. 1b( no DM pile). However, the difference between121
these cases include (2c,3c,3e) is insignificantly with only ? 15%. Clearly, the use of the DM piles not only reduces122
the maximum settlement but also pushes the location of the maximum settlement towards away abutment. In123
other words, the soft soil under the embankment plays an important role in the maximum settlement, but the124
length of DM piles less influence to the location of the maximum settlement.125

Fig. 10 shows horizontal displacement contour, and is is shown that the location of mobilisation appeared at126
the edge of pile cap and real pile. Therefore, the real pile endured a greater lateral pressure from embankment127
than front pile). So it is necessarily to consider to design of real pile that has higher strength than front pile to128
avoid shear and bending failures. As can be seen in Fig. 10 that in the cases has installing of DM piles (2c,3c,3e),129
the horizontal displacement contour was narrower approximately 63% on both area and value than case130

The magnitude of the arching effect become more dominant in the long term, as consolidation settlement131
advances and causing reduction horizontal stress.132

The reason for this is because stiffness of soft soil impact to arching effect. It is obviously that lateral loading133
due to arching must be considered, in order to perform a realistic design for this problem.134

8 b) Displacement and bending moment of wall135

The abutment wall is a critical element of superstructure. The variations of displacement of abutment wall for136
different cases are given in Fig. 11. As case 1a is compared with case 1b and case 2a in Fig. 11a, the use of DM137
piles not only decreases the displacement of wall to approximately 67% (120mm and 40mm). With case without138
piles DM(case1a, 1b), horizontal displacement of wall was greatly at pile cap and might be cause of failure of139
abutment wall.140

Fig. 11b shows the effect of DM pile spacing. Case 2c and case 2d with spacing is 2D and 2.5D respectively141
have horizontal movement less than case 2a(1.5D) and case 2b(2D) about 16.5%, but the magnitude of differences142
between case 2c and case 2d is not significantly, the range of 2-4%.143

Fig. 11c shows comparison among case 2e, case 2f and case 2g. As can be seen that case 2f has smallest144
displacement, following is case 2g and 2e but three cases are closely.145

Fig. 11d and Fig. 11e show the influence of changing DM pile length based on support region (case 3).146
Generally, all cases have the good match, the maximum displacement value averaged out at about 36.2mm.147

With an identical pile spacing, abutment wall dispalcement value of case 3a and case 3b are lesser ? 18%148
compared to case 2a and case 2b as in Fig. 11f. Case 3(c,d,e,g) with varying pile length from 12m in zone AB to149
10m in zone BC and 8m in zone CD. Additionally, varying spacing from 2D in zone AB to 2,5D in zone BC and150
3D in zone CD reduces maximum displacement of abutment wall as compared with case2(a,d,e,g). Case 3c and151
3e had the least movement among all the cases as presented in Fig. 11(g,h). The bending moment of abutment152
wall is presented in Figure 12. Abutment wall deformations as a funtion of the global the rotation of pile group153
and the pile cap translation. However, the rotational deformation of the pile group in the numerical analysis,154
was almost zero and only translational movement of the abutment wall was observed.155
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11 D) SETTLEMENT PROFILE

9 Global156

Fig. 12a shows displacement between case1(a,b) with case2a and case 3a. It is clearly that almost the gap of157
cases is quite narrow. However, The location of maximum bending moment moved up above in case 2 and case158
3 which have support of GRPS system.159

The results for bending moment of abutment wall in cases 2 are given in Fig. 12(b,c). It is particularly to160
see that the position of maximum bending moment in all cases were at 2m away from pile cap(tip wall), except161
case 2a(at 3.5m). The absence of bending moment mobilised in the upper part of the abutment wall reveals the162
influence of the aforementioned arching onto the pile cap, due to the settlement and shear stress transfer.163

Fig. 12(c,d) show the comparision bending moment of wall among cases when have change length and spacing164
of piles DM. It is obviously that bending moment value in case 3 is smaller a little than case 2 ( ? 2-3%). It also165
quite similar to the results in cases 2. Case 3c and case 3d have the smallest value among all the cases. Aslo, all166
the cases 2 were compared to cases 3 as in Fig. 12(e,f,g,h). It is evidently to confirm that all cases 2 and cases 3167
were similarly, the differences is insignificantly with only range of 1-4%.168

The results about displacement and bending moment of abutment wall showed that the arching mechanism169
has a significant effect in the long-term, when the lateral loading due is more dominant than that due to the170
shear sress transfer along the soft soilembankment interface. Initially, the lateral stresses form an arch onto the171
front face of the pile cap and increase rapidly near the pile cap, still with considerable vertical load transfer onto172
the top pf soft clay layer below. The magnitude of the arching effect become more dominant in the long term,173
as consolidation settlement advances and causing reduction horizontal stress. The results also confirm that the174
thick of soft clayer, strength pameters of clayer impact strongly to the arching effect.175

As the results were analysed that using geosynthetic reinforced pile supported system reduced lateral loading176
affect onto abutment wall. Especially, cases (3c,3d,3g) have smallest displecement value of abutment wall.177
Changing the length of piles DM based on different regions gave a better effect. In the distance away from178
wall should be examined to install longer length of pile DM and decrease gradually as toward away abutment179
13 presents normal and shear strain of some typical for embankment behind bridge abutment. The results show180
that the strain area and the degree of strain in case 1a is higher significantly( ? 61%) than cases where use GRPS181
solution. Additionally, the maximum strain location is at nearly with the position h s from away abutment wall.182
As can be seen in Fig. 13b, the degree of strain in case 3c is much smaller ( ? 49%) than case 2c, this has183
confirmed that the length of DM pile has strongly influenced to the increase of strain of embankment. For the184
shear strain, Fig. 13f shows that shear strain in case 2c is significant smaller than case 3c. A similar comparison185
also was taken beween case 2a with case 3a and case 3b as in Fig. 13(e,g,h). Evidently, the length of DM piles186
has 2 It is also particularly to notice that all cases 2 as compared to cases 3 nearly give to a similar result, which187
show the shear strain in cases 3 are much higher than cases 2. Similarly. The shear strain differences at position188
of pile cap and at the ground between pile is significantly among all the cases 3. Such as in Fig. 13e, the shear189
strain of case 3c is approximately 2.5 times highe than case 1 and case 2a. It also can see case 3c and case 3e190
have shear strain larger 73% than case 2c, case 2e. However, all cases 3 have a goot match in shear strain result.191
Evidently, changing the length of pile DM contributed greatly to this differences.192

10 Global193

11 d) Settlement profile194

The settlement at the base of embakment is presented in Fig. 14. As case 1a is compared with case 1b and case195
2a in Fig. 14a, the use of DM piles not only reduces the maximum settlement from 20cm (Case 1a) to 5cm (Case196
2a-decreasingly 80%), but also help the settlement of embankment is less difference along all embankment ( cm197
5 ?198

). Fig. 14b shows the impact of pile spacing when all zones (AB, BC, CD) are installed by the identical199
pile length. The avarage settlement of embankment in case 2b is approximately 5.45cm compared to case 2a ( ?200
5.18cm), case 2c( ? 4.9cm), and case 2d( ? 5.5cm). Differential settlement in case 2(a,b,c) is also smaller than201
case 2d as comparison in table 2. Hence, the settlement in Case 2c (s=2,5D) is lowest and distribution settlement202
is relatively equal as case 2(a,b). This is result of arching effects and group pile effect.203

Fig. 14c shows the influence of DM pile spacing when all zones AB, BC, CD are supported by various spacing.204
The avarage settlement of embankment in cases 2e, 2f, 2g is similarly with approximately 4.7cm for zone AB205
and approximately 5.0cm for zones BC, CD. However, the differential settlement in case 2f and case 2g is higher206
significantly ( ? 10%) than case 2e for area of zone BC and CD. In addition to, the use of DM piles shifted the207
location of maximum settlement toward away abutment than case 1a and case 1b.208

Another analysis was performed for case 2 by changing the length of pile for zones (AB, BC, CD) likely in209
Fig. 14d and Fig. 14e. The avarage settlement and differential settlement in case 3d is clearly higher greatly (210
? 19%) than case 3(a,b,c). The settlement results also has trend decreasingly at position nealy abutment, the211
difference of settlement between zone AB with BC and CD is aprroximately 30% .212

Due to the influence of the strength and length of soft soil under the embankment to various zones(AB, BC,213
and CD) is differently as discussed above. So, the piles installed under the embankment is shifted pile spacing and214
length of piles for each zone that was compared and analysed in Fig. 14f Fig. 14g shows results for comparison of215
cases have changing pile spacing from 2,5D to 3D and the length of piles has decreased gradually follow supporting216
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zones. With case 3c (s=2,5D), distribution of settlement only slightly increase than case 2c and 2d. The results of217
comparision also presented similarly for case 2(e,f,g) with case 3(e,f,g) in Fig. 14h. And the longitudinal gradient218
change is defined as distortion (i.e., differnetial settlement/distance) of pavement is relatively small with 0,22%,219
at in safety limitation ( ? 1.5%)(Ling. et.al ). settlement of soft ground, as well as longitudinal gradient change,220
g e , for all cases presented in b?ng 2. As can be seen that GRPS solution has significantly reduced settlement221
of embankment (5,5cm-treatment and 25,1cm-untreatment). Also, GRPS solution help decreasing longtitudoinal222
gradient change by settlement of embankment, as case 1a with ge =1,89% over limited value (1.5%), but avarage223
value ge in other cases only 0,11%. Case 2c and case 3c show the best suitable results include all factors such as224
displacement, differential settlement, longitudial gradient change.225

It is obvously to see that the cause of this is because of the wall displacement is often significantly affected by226
the stiffness and displacement of the embankment behind the abutment by arching effects and pile group effects.227
Arching effect increases the stress on the pile DM concentration leads to lower displacement of soft ground,228
arching effects will decrease as the pile sapcing is the greater. The pile group effect occurs because phenomena229
ovelap stress lead to increased displacement of the soft ground, pile group effects also decrease as the distance230
increases piles. With case 3c, the case of the impact of arching effects tend to be greater than the impact of the231
pile group effect as the cause of the smallest value of the wall displacement.232

Differential settlement ratio S d (%), that is defined as ratio between settlement on DM pile and 1.89 1.45233
0.06 0.13 0.06 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.14 Eight typical cases for distribution of stress at234
the base of embankment are presented in Fig. 15. As compared with case 2a, Fig. 15a shows that there are a235
good agreement about distribution of stress along embankment in cases(1a,1b,2a). But, for zone AB, stress has236
increasingly steadily in case 2a rather than the reduction in case 1. Fig. 15b shows the comparision between237
case 2a and 2b, and most stress shifted in zone AB with the difference only from 3% to 5%. This had indicated238
distribution of stress were impacted greatly by arching effects. Simultaneously, the results also shows that the239
interaction area of embankment and bridge abutment is suitable with value 2 h s (h s -the depth of soft clay),240
nearly only in zone AB.241

12 Global242

Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d shows influence of pile spacing DM to distribution of stress for other cases. The maximum243
value of stress appeared suddenly at the edge of pile cap ( ? 550 ÷ 700kN/m 2 ) when has the change of pile244
spacing (2D ÷ 3D). Thus, this position might be destroyed higher significantly than other locations. Fig. 15e245
and Fig. 15f show comparision on distribution of stress between cases 3(a,b,c,d). The distribution of stress on246
DM pile cap in case 3b is higher approximately 17% than case 3a and also quite similarly with case 3c and 3d in247
zone AB. Fig. 15g shows that stress value is not differently much between case 3a and 3g, but much higher ( ?248
32%) compared to case 3a and 3b. Besides, stress concentration ratiowas analysed from all cases has remained249
about 1 5 and less depend on the change of DM pile length.250

13 Conclusion251

A commercially available FE software and soil model were used to compare and discuss the results obtained.252
The development of strain contour, vertical and horizontal movements of the embankment and soft clayer, the253
displacement and bending moment of abutment wall, the deformation of embankment, the settlement and stress254
distribution were analysed, compared and discussed. Additionally, mechanism pertaining to bridge abutment255
constructed on piled foundation through soft soil have mostly been investigated using numerical analyses presented256
in this paper. The findings are summerised based on Fe numerical software as follows:257

Numerical findings revealed that arching effect and pile group effect have a significant effect on the lateral258
loading of the abutment wall in long-term.259

The arching effect increases the stress on the pile DM concentration leads to lower displacement of soft ground,260
arching effects will decrease as the pile sapcing is the greater. The pile group effect occurs because phenomena261
ovelap stress lead to increased displacement of the soft ground, pile group effects also decrease as the distance262
increases piles. With case 3c, the case of the impact of arching effects tend to be more dominant than the impact263
of the pile group effect lead to the smallest value of the wall displacement.264

The abutment wall is a critical member of the structure system, and FE analysis shown that the displacement265
of wall was being impacted significant by the stiffness and the thick of soft clayer.266

It is necessarily to use GRPS system for support embankment behind abutment. This can reduce settlement,267
displacement, strain and failure risks of abutment. The best performance might obtain by changing length and268
spacing of pile DM based on different regions Deformation zone by interaction between embankment and bridge269
abutment mainly happen during domain approximately 2 h s away from abutment wall. Depth of clay layer (h270
s ) and variation of c u with depth are factors that influenced significantly.271

The reduction of displacement, differential settlement and deformation can be achieved by installing DM piles.272
The best performance can be obtained by optimizing the pile spacing under embankment from 2D to 2,5D.273

Installing DM piles with a spacing is 2,5D and shift the length of DM piles based on supporting zone might274
help embankment get the reduction of differential settlement and longitudinal gradient change as well as get a275
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13 CONCLUSION

good aggrement with the distribution of stress. longitudinal gradient change should be controlled to be avoid276
possible failure (?1,5%).277

In the deformation zone behind abutment(AB and BC), stress distributed and focused extremely large at the278
location of edge of pile cap with cases has treated by GRPS and at the location 2 h s -untreatment cases.279

The stress concentration ratio for the GRPS systems ranged from 1 to 5, and nearly less influence to the length280
of DM piles. But, the shear stress transfer on pile cap depend significant on the length of DM piles.281

Foundation piles can provide shear resistance to the shear stress induced by embankment. It is necessarily to282
install DM piles with larger length in zone 1 2

2

Figure 1: Figure 2 :
283

1© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2h s from abutment to avoid possible failure or dmage of roadways and bridge abutment.
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1

Geosynthetic reinforcement sheet pile Geosynthetic reinforcement
Pile

[Note: J © 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US) 0Soil layer: A linear elastic perfectly plastic Morh-Cross section,
boundary conditions of numerical model Plan view of the pile and wall c) Numerical model in FE software Figure
4 : Schematic presentation of geometry and boundary conditions in numerical modelling]

Figure 16: Table 1 :
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Embankment (i)
Lateral stress acting on the wall as an equipvalent horizontal force Abutment

wall
deck Pile cap

(ii)
shear stress

(iii) soil
Soft clay layer Passive

pres-
sure

movement

Pile
Stiff substratum

Pattern Case Treatment Pile spacing (m) Pile
length
(m)

AB, s 1 BC, s 2 CD, s 3 AB, L 1 BC, L 2 CD, L 3
1a No treatment - - - - - -
1b Geotextile - - - - - -
2a 1.5D 1.5D 1.5D 10m 10m 10m
2b Installing GRPS 2D 2D 2D 10m 10m 10m
2c system 2.5D 2.5D 2.5D 10m 10m 10m
2d beneath 3D 3D 3D 10m 10m 10m
2e embankment, 2D 2.5D 3D 10m 10m 10m
2f with same pile 2D 3D 3D 10m 10m 10m
2g length 2.5D 3D 3D 10m 10m 10m
3a 1.5D 1.5D 1.5D 12m 10m 8m
3b Installing GRPS 2D 2D 2D 12m 10m 8m
3c system 2.5D 2.5D 2.5D 12m 10m 8m
3d beneath 3D 3D 3D 12m 10m 8m
3e embankment, 2D 2.5D 3D 12m 10m 8m
3f with different 2D 3D 3D 12m 10m 8m
3g pile length 2.5D 3D 3D 12m 10m 8m

Figure 17:
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13 CONCLUSION

2

Case 1a 1b 2a 2b
2c
2d

2e
2f
2g

3a 3b
3c 3d

3e
3f

3g

Settlement at at crest , cm 28.8 29.0 8.8 9.1 8.9 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.9 8.6 8.6 9.1 9.95 9.0 9.1 9.2
Settlement at Base, cm 25.1 25.1 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.5 6.5 5.5 5.5 5.8 5.7 6.0 6.8 6.0 6.4 6.3
Settlement of Fill, cm 3.7 4.1 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.3 2.3 3.3 4.4 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.9
Differential settlement, % 0 0 0.1 0.5 3.0 9.2 14.2 10 12.8 0.8 1.2 5.8 13.3 8.2 8.5 8.8
Gradient change g e , %
Year 2016
12
I
ue III Version
( ) Volume XVI Iss J
of Researches in Engineering
Journal

Figure 18: Table 2 :
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